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Open Sources: Voices from the Open Source RevolutionO'Reilly, 1999
Open Sources: Voices from the Open Source Revolution is a fascinating look at the raging debate that is its namesake. Filled with writings from the central players--from Linux creator Linus Torvalds to Perl creator Larry Wall--the book convinces the reader of the overwhelming merits of freeing up the many iterations of software's source...

		

Oracle Distributed SystemsO'Reilly, 1999
Any organization that uses the Oracle relational database management system (RDBMS) these days needs to use multiple databases. There are  many reasons to use more than a single database in a distributed  database system:
	Different databases may be associated with particular business  functions, such as manufacturing or...



		

Oxford Practice GrammarOxford University Press, 1999
Who is this book for?

Oxford Practice Grammar is for students of English at a middle or 'intermediate' level. This means students who are no longer beginners but who are not yet expert in English. The book is suitable for those studying for the Cambridge First Certificate in English. It can be used by students attending classes or by...





		

Goal/Question/Metric MethodMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	The original ideas for the Goal Question Metric Paradigm came from the need to solve a practical problem back in the late 1970s. How do you decide what you need to measure in order to achieve your goals? We (Dr. David Weiss and I) faced the problem when trying to understand the types of changes (modifications and defects) being made to a set...


		

Developing Visual Basic Add-ins: The VB IDE Extensibility ModelO'Reilly, 1999

	
		Most developers can think of dozens of ways in which they'd like to modify Visual Basic's integrated development environment (or IDE) in order to work more productively. These enhancements can range from simple items (like determining the version of Visual Basic for Applications used by the IDE, or clearing the Immediate...



		

English Vocabulary In Use : ElementaryCambridge University Press, 1999
The first in the family of best-selling vocabulary reference and practice books from elementary to advanced level. Vocabulary is clearly presented and contextualized on left-hand pages with practice activities on facing right-hand pages. This book is primarily designed as a self-study reference and practice text but it can also be used for...





		

Network Programming for Microsoft Windows (Microsoft Professional Series)Microsoft Press, 1999
Welcome to Network Programming for Microsoft Windows! This book covers a wide variety of networking functions available in Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT 4, Windows 2000, and Windows CE. The text is designed with the intermediate to advanced programmer in mind, but beginning programmers will find it a useful reference and a...

		

Understanding COM+Microsoft Press, 1999
Developing enterprise applications has traditionally been a long, painful, and expensive task because applications developers often have to reinvent the wheel by writing, from scratch, the entire infrastructure needed to scale business logic up to the enterprise level. That's where COM+ comes in. It's an advanced Component Object Model (COM)...

		

Windows 2000(r) Active Directory Survival Guide: Planning and ImplementationJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
The biggest challenge and opportunity for IS departments approaching Windows 2000 is probably Active Directory (AD), which can reduce total cost of ownership (TCO) and simplify administration. For any IS professional or administrator, Windows 2000 Active Directory Survival Guide provides both a high-level introduction and a hands-on guide...





		

Principles of Critical Care Companion HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	Referenced by chapter to the new edition of its parent book, the coverage here is concise and focused and intended for "middle of the night" use. Tables, charts and an outline format provide fast access to the essential clinical data to diagnose and successfully manage the patient in the ICU.
...

		

Software Project ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 1999
This work covers the fundamentals and the developments in the field of software project management. This second edition covers a wide range of international standards, for example: PRINCE, for which a new version (V2) of this standard has recently been produced; BS 6079 which was published by the British Standard in 1996; EuroMethod, which was...

		

Applied XML: A Toolkit for ProgrammersJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
Looking past much of the hype surrounding XML, Applied XML provides a real-world guide to the XML used in the latest browsers and server-side solutions. Approachable yet filled with useful specifics about XML standards, this book fills a valuable niche for any IS professional, including Java developers.
 The notable feature here is the...
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